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Preface
Children are interested in society at an early age. The economy
makes it possible to understand society in order to improve it. If
the child has the ability to grow while knowing society, he will
want to use the real economy to make important choices while
improving society.

To Read
Every pictures of this book were found on wikimedia commons.
You can find the licenses and files using names of inserted files.
I advise electronic ink readers not linked to a website selling
books. Even if they are more expensive, they will allow you to
read every authors present in my books. Good readings !
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Why ?
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Why do I Like Desserts ?
Desserts are composed with sugar for a part. Sugar is very much
appreciated by our tongue, the one that tastes the dessert.
However, we do not stop there. Dessert is at the end of meals. So
many children are anxious to get to the end of the meal. Then
dessert becomes even more valuable. The value it is, therefore, a
lack. If the parents do not want to give dessert, then we wait
even more impatiently for the other meal. It is a lack that creates
the desire to value our dessert. So value is wanting something
that you need or like.
My Notes
Read Robinson Crusoe's book wondering what value is.

Usually a cake is very valuable.
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Why can Some Own Many ?
Do you know that industries make a lot of toys at the same time?
Some children have a lot of toys because industries make a lot of
them. An industry creates the same toy serially in different
models. Series are same toys made primarily with machines.
Machines are large tools, mechanisms that each create one or
more parts of the toy. There is a small labor's intervention, those
who work in industries, to complete the machines' work.
Industries need to be protected, because engaging to make toys
serially takes a long time. As some people say, time is money.
With money you can buy toys. But the one who has a lot of
money is not forced to create an industry, especially if he uses the
money for himself. Indeed, many believe that it is about thinking
about himself, while thinking about others allows a better
growth. But growth brings happiness. Growth also allows us to
participate creating industries.
So if you don't protect your industries, you may not be able to
buy toys, food, tools. Otherwise we can discover toys that carry
us on beautiful journeys.
If we have too many toys, they lose value. Indeed, if we are
spoiled with toys, we know that we can have them whenever we
want. We don't necessarily want to play anymore, because we
don't get impatient to play anymore. So toys lose value when
there are too many.
Also some rare toys, which we've heard about ads, are wanted by
yourself if you haven't tried them out. The known rarity gives
value to a toy. The ad is trying to make you thinking your toy is
rare, which it is not true. To see this requires visiting an industry.

My Notes
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Ask to visit an industry.

A child playing
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Can we Produce Inﬁnitly ?
Everything is created in a finite way. On the other hand, it is not
possible to determine everything that has been created. Even life
has in it an infinity's notion, because nothing can be organized
randomly, because discovering something new and real is a
matter of the divine. Indeed, how is it that so much can be done
with inert ? How can life have born from inert ? We have asked
ourselves this question, often lying to ourselves. Now we know,
with Einstein, that there is another universe that creates life in
ours, through gravity. Gravity, which is about one body going to
another, wherever they were, needs another universe to exists. So
there is an infinity's notion in life, which has born randomly, but
life creating life. Leibniz and Vernadsky explain this infinity's
notion of life in the universe very well.

My Notes
Read the Monadology of Leibniz. Write next.

Leibniz
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What is Being Rich ?
Those who own a tool but do not know how to use it do not need
it. So those who have a tool they don't know what to do get rid
of it. Someone who owns a lot of things, but doesn't use them,
doesn't actually own them. So it is permissible for the poor to use
unused houses. It's economical. The economy is to use that is
already done. The rich man owns this house. But what good is it
to him if he doesn't use it ?

My Notes
Meditate about that you're not using. Why not sell it or give it
away ?

Louis Armstrong was wealth with his trumpet
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Why is my Toy Broken ?
It's not normal for a toy to break easily. We have to make it last a
long time. So creating toys that don't last long is antieconomic.
We don't save enough work on it. If we had to recreate toys too
many times, we shouldn't end up making everyone work on this
task.

My Notes
Trying to fix a broken toy. If it fixes itself, it's because it was well
designed.

What about looking at your broken toys?
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Why do some People Own Everything ?
Some rich people have the right to create money. If only one
person owns the money, he only uses it for himself. On the other
hand, if a community, like a country, owns the money, the money
benefits to the whole country. Thus the country grows. Otherwise
it regresses.

My Notes
Ask your parents if currency is public or private. They may
answer you with difficulty.

Diﬃcult is to own for some
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What is Nature ?
Nature is that lives around you. Nature is either visible or
invisible. It's so small, you can't see it. We think there's a soul
behind every life. This soul allows to grow and to find new ideas,
unlike robots.
Your parents may know how nature works, but they don't know
why. Science permits to know how nature works, in order to find
scientific ideas to improve it. Humans can improve nature
through science. Scientists are finding new ideas to improve
nature and to create new tools.

My Notes
Write to find out how we grow. What's hidden behind it ?

Mammoth
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Why Nature ?
Only Jesus said that humans, at the top of nature, could help
God, if they sought the truth, if they believed in God, or if they
gave their money to the poor. As the poor have no money, Jesus
said it was easier for them to get Paradise to help God.
My Notes
Read a bible for children.

Jesus Christ
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Why are my Questions Amazing ?
Your questions may surprise your parents. Indeed, sometimes,
you give to your parents answers to their indecision. But how do
you already know how to do that ? Well, because you've already
done the hardest thing while learning to talk and to walk.
Indeed, you have tried to speak or to walk, so you have tested.
And then you thought about whether to say you were
misunderstood or to do something better. So your mind has
awaken a hypothesis, that a computer can't do, to learn to talk or
to walk. It's called scientific thinking, the only thing robots can't
do. You learn better than a computer, because you use scientific
thinking to learn how to talk and to walk. So only the scientific
jobs will be important in the future. So your parents' profession
can change. Indeed, to find new hypotheses, we must practice on
society's limits, in order to grow the machines, the tools.
My Notes
Read a book on Plato on wikibooks, the one that created
scientific thinking.
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Children have always inspired
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What is Work ?
Understanding the work's basis is very recent, so it is difficult to
understand. Work is producing projects. A project is a goal to
achieve, with a beginning and an end. You probably know it a
little, probably without being told.
With economics, we now know that work is provided by energy.
But what is energy? Well when you work you move and you can
be hot. Heat is an energy output. When the air is hot, it means
that the sun has brought energy to earth.
The economy measures how to produce useful work. We now
know that economics measures energy to make things. The more
energy is dense on one point, the more works can be done.

My Notes
Read the beginning of Nicolas Léonard Sadi Carnot's book, on
wikisource.

The farms' work is
the most
important
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Society
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What is Society ?
Your family is a society. A company is a society. A country is a
society. A society is an individuals' organization making works.
Describing a society allows us to know how the society is
organized. Describing your family helps you to describe a part of
the society, which could be the society.

My Notes
Write about your family to guess that is similar to society.

A family is a society
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How to Understand Society?
Architecture makes it possible to understand society. Architecture
consists to build something with elements and a plan, so the
description you want to build. When we have built something we
can try to understand how society is built.

My Notes
Ask your parents to help you building something, to design
around you.

Museums have beautiful architectures
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Why Is there Society?
We do not know exactly why society is here. We know its story.
To explain why there is society, we have to ask why everyone is
there. Ask this to your friends. They will answer you in the dark.
To understand why everyone is here, you must understand why
you live. All we know about life is that the universe can create
life, that there is someone who creates life, we do not know
exactly why. Some people think that life existed before the
universe.
Others do not ask any questions about life. They are atheists.
Those who say that someone creates life are told believers. They
say that a God or different Gods create life. They gather in
worship's places to pray to others.
My Notes
Do you think we know why society is organized, if we do not
know why there is life? This is a quest for truth.

A worship's
place : A
cathedral
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Why Should I Respect the Rules?
You can wonder why your parents are setting rules on you. First
of all, we must not break anything, so that we can use them. It is
a basic law of society. We could not survive if everything was
broken. So laws allow a society to grow. Laws are created by the
equality's principle, which consists to say that one's freedom
stops when others' freedom begins. We can undo the laws that do
not follow that way.

My Notes
Do you think you respected the freedom of others? Discuss about
that with your parents.

An order is a temporary law
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What is Capital?
Capital is that creates toys, tools, food. The capital that creates
food is life, earth, money. Money is a way for the farmer, the one
who crops earth, to quickly find his land capital. So when he
owns land, life provides him food. All of this requires respect to
laws that govern society.

My Notes
Do you think you have capital? Think about it and ask your
parents to show them this text.

Earth is our capital.
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What Is Appropriation?
There are two movement's types in your society. Either new
owners are set. An owner is someone who owns at least one
house. These owners therefore own their home. Few owners have
more and more things. Indeed, if some owners can create money,
they can buy everything. Indeed money is not necessarily created
for everyone. Those who buy their money are then dispossessed,
more and more.
Thus, when the currency belongs to the country, to the nation
state, to every citizens, there is a growth's movement of new
owners. Otherwise, those who own the money drive up prices on
that they buy, so houses. Thus the price of houses increases too
much. Then, when they have bought too many houses, they buy
the rest, especially the intermediaries who sell the products.
Every prices rise then. So the dispossessed can not buy anything
anymore. This can create a revolt. If people know that money is
private, currency can become public to belong to the state. Then
there is a creation's movement of owners.

My Notes
Is it easy to become a homeowner right now?
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Bourgeois houses, so owners' house
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Why that Is Rare Is Expensive?
Your mom probably likes rings. But she does not want every sort
of rings. She wants gold or diamond rings. Gold is yellow metal.
The diamond is a transparent stone, a crystal in fact. At first
these two elements were rare.
Now we can produce diamonds compressing stones. Also those
who own gold have a lot of money. So now, gold rings are more
valuable than diamond's rings without gold. Traffickers use this
desire to own, raising prices. Thus gold is worth more and more
expensive. Diamonds' price have decreased when they could be
produced a lot.

My Notes
What would you like to own? Is it easy for you to own it?

An Athena's
gold ring
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Building Society
You probably have something in your mind that you would like
to do. But, to do this thing, you need to get help from others. But
the others do not want to follow you. So you have to convince
them. It's called doing politics. The policy is to convince others to
carry out their project.
Those who make politics get rich from others. So, if you play
politics, you may realize that you are wrong, but you will know
how to be right. The one who is right has sees far away. Feeding
on others allows you to get rich for your happiness. Making
politics requires certainly to question, but making policy enrich
you a lot.

My Notes
Are you often questioned? If so, you can do politics.

Jean Jaurès
convincing
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How ?
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Do I Have the Right Toys?
If you want a toy to interest you, ask your parents about Maria
Montessori's toys. She created toys that make you growing and
creating. Now, thanks to industries, every child could have these
toys. Every children should grow now through industries.
A Montessori toy is explained with the parents, then you use it as
a tool, while playing, for your happiness. You can learn more
easily to create industries, to grow, then to have happiness.

My Notes
Do I have creative toys according to Montessori?

Maria
Montessori
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Where does this come from ?
Everything you have comes from nature. Everything you have
around you was created from the Earth, either it is living or inert.
Everything human creates is inert. The human, on the other
hand, can change life, as God do also.
When humans determine that they need in nature, they
determine some resources. A resource permits to humans to
create their tools, or children's toys.
At the beginning the resources of the human were woods and
stones, in the period called prehistory. The human was only
associating these elements.
Then the Human began to separate that was in nature,
essentially heating it up. He began to separate elements and then
combined them, just like he linked them before. To separate
elements, he linked some. The Greeks wrote that there were
elements that were difficult to separate, called atoms.
It was a Russian named Mendeleyev who determined long after
elements that we could not unlink easily.
Shortly after, it was determined that atoms could produce a lot of
energy, which creates heat. Atoms are inert energy. It has been
determined that energy producing heat can work instead human,
so that the human has only to create.
A resource is therefore a set of atoms that humans need to
produce energy, inert tools or toys, or even to change life.

My Notes
Go to a prehistoric museum to see how our first tools were
combined.
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An axe is a set of wooden stick with a sharp stone or metal.
The wood comes from the tree. The stone comes from the
ground. A metal is a dense atom coming from the ground,
which has been separated. A combination of atoms is
called alloy.
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Which Job to Choose ?
After 18 years, you will go to the work's world. You will have got
a basic salary that will allow you to survive. Many tasks will have
been automated. The only job that robots can not do is creating,
being artistic, producing, being journalist or searching.
We can believe that robots can do that, but they do not create
anything new. They only adapt. To conceive a nonabstract show
requires a scientific and creative brainstorm, which the robot
does not have. We will be in the design's business, to achieve our
work.
There are jobs that individualize. For example, the sales
profession tends to individualize. The seller has an interest to get
someone alone to sell more products. The seller wants to buy
cheap, to sell expensive, which pressures on industries. But
industries are more important than services, such as sales. They
will need engineers who will design the products.
Creative professions can individualize or not. It's up to the
designer to see what policy he's applying. So we will be very
good designers because we will be very much able to become
one.
Either the designer speaks about the future, or the designer
entertains, that is to say, thinks about something else.
Entertainment allows finance to make people pessimistic. Talking
about the future allows the designer wanting to do his best,
liking any being creative. It is about transforming the everyday to
grow, as his book can do. Giving desire to grow helps to
encourage optimism, because life is changing.
My Notes
What should you like to create ?
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A researcher at Polytechnique University,
created by Lazare Carnot
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Why Do Prices Grow ?
Those who own money can rise prices, which prevents them from
acquiring tools easily. Indeed, if a lot of money is created, it loses
value. So prices go up because the financial, the one which
creates the money on 2018, uses his money in the economy. So
you can not buy food anymore.
The financial, as he has power, can buy at a cheap place, to sell
to another human, because the product has more value in this
place. This is called traffic. Traffic, antieconomic, consists to
increase prices' differences. The financial fears creative people.
That's why he prevents selling Montessori toys.

My Notes
Try to know that is not rare and expensive despite everything.

This money has
got no
productive value
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How Are We Here ?
There is a long story behind our society. At first, we were
animals, monkeys. Then, in Africa, many human species are
born. A specy is individuals that can easily reproduce with each
other. Our human species have mastered the tides and the fire,
then it has colonized Africa. They found other human species,
such as Neanderthal and Homo Erectus. Some, like curious
Chinese, have married a lot with them. They have acquired a
beautiful mankind's heritage.
But the fire only allowed to keep the food for a long time. The
gathering helped to create the first villages. Then the crop made
it possible to reuse the seeds, which makes the plants grow. Then
water power, irrigation, allowed to produce even more food. We
then created large cities.
Then the wheel made it possible to solve a little the problems of
remoteness, which prevented the trade, then allowing to create
crafts. Crafts started to create factories, using manual machines.
Then we built the first dam, in order to have more water to
produce. Then we created the first channels, artificial rivers, to
communicate more easily for the trade.
Then we mastered the sun with the windmills, allowing to eat a
better flour of bread, when there was wind. We have therefore
regularly gained in life's quality.
Then coal power, unused until then, made it possible to create
the first trains, preventing from traffic by their easy access. Then
the gasoline engine, which makes it possible to tow the cars in
2017, has made it possible to create major works, large dams and
very long and very wide canals. We still produced more. There is
still a need to create channels and trains in Africa and South
America on 2018.
Lately we break the tiny, whose is not visible, that is the atom.
We thought we could not break the atoms, but we can break
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some. We can even fuse atoms. This is called nuclear. Nuclear
power is not used to its full potential on 2018. In fact, thorium
atom could make it possible to green the deserts and to colonize
the sea, by desalting sea water. Indeed, we can not drink sea
water because of the salt.
My Notes
Read accessible books on the energy's history or great works.

Human
sculpts
nature
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Who Permitted That ?
Scientific discoveries have made it possible to reach that point.
We do not know who invented writing and the wheel. The
Greeks, with their democracy, so the power of the people by the
people, have made it possible to publish the scientific process.
Before, it was those who had time to think who created the tools.
We used writing.
Plato, as Greek Socrates' student, published the scientific
brainstorming, in order to understand how to transform the
nature. Then Kepler created the astronomical revolution,
studying the planets. Then Denis Papin, with Leibniz helping,
allowed the creation of the steam engine, running on coal. Then
Nicolas Sadi Carnot allowed the gasoline engine. Then Einstein
allowed the last great expansion, the nuclear great expansion.

My Notes
Learn about these scientists.

Athenes'
school in
Greece
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Who Has Organized Society ?
Human has got the capacity to be social. This comes from the
monkey. But transforming society is now lead by scientific
creativity. The Chinese have always had a great nation. The
Greeks created the first democracy.
Colbert, in France, created a revolution protecting growth, before
the French revolution. Colbert allowed to create roads and
canals, the first great national works. He was a genius of wealth
creation linking.
Lazare Carnot, during french's Revolution, created the most
prestigious French schools in France.
Hamilton, in the United States fought for the public currency, to
sublimate Colbert's works, thanks to Henry Charles Carey next.
Then German education was built by Humboldt and Schiller.
Then Johann Friedrich Herbart, poorly copied, set up the German
student's emancipation, that is to say the German learning.
Einstein went from these schools.
In the United States, Roosevelt destroyed the finance, those who
owned the money, to allow a new emancipation in the United
States with public money.

My Notes
Learn about these educators, scientists or politicians.

Jean-Baptiste
Colbert
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Growth Story
I will tell you how the growth takes place. First of all, there is a
moment when few have everything. So people are more and
more aware about deception. But those who own hide their bet,
more and more difficultly. Those who own fear the most creative
people because they want the others' growth in general, because
growth requires changing. But those who are not creative do not
like changing. But if the creative ones disappear, it's the end of a
country, because the creatives allow a country to grow. So
creatives end up convincing others to become creative. Then the
change to grow can take place. If growth does not return, those
who have a little need to leave the country, action that they have
already done for a long time.
At the beginning of the monetary broth, the politicized creatives,
called resistant, are five percent, then there is a boom when they
convince to grow the country. When the public currency is active,
allowing to grow the country, many become creative and happy.

My Notes
Would you like to grow to stay creative?

Jean Moulin was
a resistant
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How to Grow Society ?
To grow society, you need to have access to a public currency. We
can first look for support from a country with a public currency.
But we can also introduce public currency in his country.
First, those who own the money have created a monetary
brothel. We do not know what exactly can be bought with the
money. We must therefore clean banks. Teh most important is
that your parents own as money. So you have to keep that money.
But the money that is used by those who own the money is
worthless. We must keep workers's money, to destroy the money
that impeach the country to grow.
Money is in the banks. Banks that store money from your parents
are called deposit banks. Banks that store money from finance,
those who own the money, are called financial banks. But these
two banks can be mixed. We realized that cutting banks in half,
to separate your parents' deposits from finance, permits to
destroy finance. Indeed finance uses money deposits to be
helped.
So we can create a public currency. The public currency will be
used to help industry and agriculture, which produces so. Indeed,
finance did not care about that because it had enough for it. So
we help agriculture to the maximum creating canals and energy,
energy which permits to realize canals. Also we help the
industries' trade, thanks to the trains. So the country grows.
Industries, namely industry and agriculture, sustain the rest of
the country. The country is growing. We can live a long time in
the country. The life's quality is improving.

My Notes
Inquire about the GlassSteagall, which helps to clean the banks.
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Militating to break the banks in half
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